Drug release from a suspension with a finite dissolution rate: theory and its application to a betamethasone 17-valerate patch.
A random walk method for a diffusion equation is applied to the model for a suspension with a finite dissolution rate developed by Ayres and Lindstrom in 1977. In the method, the diffusion of dissolved drug and dissolution of crystal are calculated separately using a simple BASIC program. The random walk method strictly meets the principle of the conservation of mass as the drug amount in each sublayer rather than the concentration at each subinterval is concerned in the ointment. The model is used to analyze the release of betamethasone 17-valerate from a pressure-sensitive silicone adhesive into a sink. The drug release from the 1.50 mg/mL patch shows no substantial discrepancy from that predicted by the classic suspension model assuming an infinite dissolution rate. However, the classic model overestimates the release from the 3.08 and 5.88 mg/mL patches. The disagreement is lessened when the dissolution rate is assumed to be finite. However, the model does not give a perfect explanation because the drug release from the 3.08 and 5.88 mg/mL patches in the early phase is faster than the model predicts.